Additional Information for Implementation
Curriculum
In Reception Class we use the following documents in order to plan effectively for all learners:
•
•
•
•

The EYFS statutory Framework
Development Matters
The ‘Sound Reading System’ by Fiona Nevola
LDBS RE Syllabus

Curriculum Map

Planning
The class text in literacy leads the topic focus and where possible links are made across all areas
of the curriculum.
For example, when reading ‘Jack & the Beanstalk’ we focus on measure in ‘Maths’ and growing
plants in ‘Understanding the World’ and in ‘Expressive Art & Design’ we use our imaginations and
a range of materials in order to produce 3D beanstalks.
Maths
•
•

•

•

Maths is formally taught no less than 3x a week
Children use a variety of ‘hands on’ (concrete) resources in order to develop a strong sense of
place value. Numicon is the main model/image that the children are exposed to and they are
taught that these are numbers and that the label attached to a number (quantity) is called a
numeral. (number code)
https://global.oup.com/education/content/primary/teachingsupport/pages/numicon1/?region=uk# (Making Number Real Video)
Children are also exposed to maths in the environment and a wide range of resources are
made available for them to explore number, shape, space and measure in their own way (child
led)
We follow the ‘Inspire’ scheme of work

Literacy
• Literacy is formally taught no less than 3x per week
• This session is used for children to apply their phonic knowledge and learn how to construct
texts that show an awareness of sentence structure and punctuation, text structure and
organisation and composition and effect
• We focus on: finger spaces, full stops, ‘and’ to extend sentences, adjectives, linking ideas
using words other than ‘and’ (because, so), story language
• Once 50% of the letter sounds and graphemes (1 letter 1 sound) have been introduced
children rehearse letter formation on a daily basis using printed whiteboards (once 50% have
been introduced children have learnt at least 1 letter from each letter family so are familiar with
formation and can easily apply to new ones)

Alphabet Code
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Phonics’ is referred to as the ‘Alphabet Code’
The ‘Alphabet Code’ is taught no less than 3x a week
A new code is taught each day up to a total of 3 a week and depending upon the cohort
The beginning of every lesson is spent revisiting and applying previously taught sounds
Children are taught as a whole group on the carpet, directed by the class teacher for
approximately 20 minutes
Children listen to the sound
They are introduced to the grapheme (code)
They explore a range of words containing that sound
They ‘read’ words containing that grapheme and previously taught graphemes
They are then invited to ‘spell’ a range of words containing the sound on individual
whiteboards
Children are then extended and are given a sentence to write containing a word with the
focused sound and at least 1 ‘tricky’ word
Children are encouraged to use displays to support them
Read ‘tricky words’ (words we just have to know) and put them into context, within a sentence

Sound lines are ALWAYS used whenever children are reading or writing a word during teaching
sessions. If a child is asked to spell cat they will be presented with 3 sound lines:

_____________

________________

____________

If a child is asked to read cat, then it will be written on 3 sound lines

c

a

t

•

Handwriting is taught through ‘Alphabet Code’ lessons and then applied during literacy

PSHE

Knowledge and Skills
Relationships Education

Vocabulary

Hand washing
Brushing teeth
Families and People Names the people who they live with and their relationships to them.
Clean
who care for me & Forms positive relationships with adults and children.
Germs
Caring Friendships
Can name and talk about behaviours that keep us safe and happy in
Boy
school and home.
Girl
Knows how to get help if somebody upsets or hurts them.
Same
Different
Respectful
Plays co-operatively with others, sharing and taking turns.
Face
Relationships
Has own ideas/opinions and the confidence to talk about these with
Hair
trusted people.
Skin
Knows that their actions/words affect others.
Happy
Knows that people are all different and enjoy different things.
Sad
Can name something that makes them special.
Scared
Angry
Online
Recognises, online or offline, that anyone can say ‘no’ / ‘please stop’ / Stranger
Relationships
‘I’ll tell’ / ‘I’ll ask’ to somebody who makes them feel sad,
Sharing
uncomfortable, embarrassed or upset.
Technology – computer,
tablet, phone.
Being Safe
Know some ways to keep safe in the classroom and playground,
Healthy
including safe use of resources.
Knows who and how to ask for help if something is upsetting or hurting Fruit
Vegetables
them.
Exercise
Can explain what a stranger is.
Safety
Recognises the potential danger that strangers can pose.
Key jobs – police officer,
Physical Health and Mental Well-being
shop worker, librarian,
fire service, paramedic,
Mental Wellbeing
Names basic emotions and can recognise some actions which
doctor, teacher.
demonstrate these emotions, such as crying or smiling.
Internet Safety and
Harms

Recognises some ways in which the internet can be used to
communicate and can give some examples.

Physical Health and
Fitness,
Healthy Eating &
Health and
Prevention.

Can identify some foods that contribute to being healthy.
Can identify some foods that are not as healthy.
Knows that regular exercise keeps us healthy.
Knows how to keep clean and why this is important – brushing teeth,
washing hands, bathing.

Drugs, Alcohol and
Tobacco

Knows how to take risks and manage their own safety.
Knows how to get help if they need it.

Basic First Aid

Recognises an emergency situation and can call for help – including
calling 999.

Changing
Adolescent Body

Understands that their body belongs to them.
Understands that certain parts of their bodies are private – NSPCC
PANTS rule.

Careers, Financial
capability and
economic wellbeing.

Can identify some key jobs/roles in their community.
Knows that we use money to buy things.

(ongoing through year) Class Charter – Rights Respecting School – sharing thoughts and
opinions (article 12 & 13), Rest and play (article 31), Protection from harm (article 19) and
Right to an education (article 28) – linked to rules of the classroom delivered at appropriate
level for age of class.
Demonstrate kind behaviour.
Listen appropriately.
Children know how and where to get help if they need it.

Structure of a Lesson
•

•

Teacher input on the carpet for approximately 15 minutes exploring the learning objective. This
session must be interactive and children should have their own whiteboard so that they are
active learners during the entire session
Children move to related table top activities in their assigned groups
Group 1: adult led (class teacher)
Group 2: adult led (teaching assistant)
Group 3: adult led (teaching assistant)
Group 4: independent
Group 5: independent
Group 6: independent
Group 7: independent
Group 8: independent

All activities relate to the main learning objective in that lesson but can link with concepts and skills
from other areas of the curriculum
Groups rotate on a daily basis so that by the end of the week all of the children have been involved
in all of the learning opportunities. These activities will be differentiated where needed.
•

All adult led learning in all subjects is recorded in their ‘Learning Journals’ and any child led
and independent activities along with teacher observations in the form of photographs can be
found in the children’s profile

Excellent Learner Time
•
•

•
•

•

Children are encouraged to develop the ‘Characteristics of Effective Learning’
Each child will have an ‘Excellent learner’ chart displayed in the classroom which contains all 9
characteristics in child speak and children will receive a sticker when a teacher, teaching
assistant or another child observes them displaying any of the characteristics during adult and
child led activities
Periods of child led learning is referred to as ‘Excellent Learner Time’.
All Reception Class staff will receive training around the Early Years Curriculum and how they
can impact on children’s learning and development during adult and child led activities with a
particular focus on the ‘Characteristics of Effective Learning’
Points are awarded to children on ‘class dojo’ for demonstrating these behaviours

Weekly Planning Format

Outdoor Environment
In 2014 we embarked on a project to transform the outdoor environment in the Early Years in order
to create permanent facilities that would challenge the children’s physical and creative
development.
Alongside this equipment there are carefully planned activities which help to enrich the learning
that is taking place inside the classroom. We believe that the two environments should be equally
as challenging and meet the needs of all children and cover all areas of learning.
Whilst we believe that the children should be free to explore and challenge themselves
independently, we also feel that children need the support of attentive and engaged adults who are
enthusiastic about their learning and development. Adults will encourage children to take risks and
to challenge their thinking.

Assessment
•

As soon as children begin school a statutory baseline assessment is carried out and they will
be assessed against the age bands in development matters.
The results of which are entered onto the data tracker for each area of learning.

•
•
•

•

After baseline, assessments are carried out at the start of the Spring and Summer terms and
results are entered onto the tracker and Literacy and Numeracy data is analysed
End of year data for all areas of learning is forwarded to the LEA via the assessment
coordinator who will need the whole class grid
Teachers assess key skills: phase 2 (on entry and beyond) phase 3 (spring, autumn for more
able) phase 4 (spring/summer) phonics, letter formation, number formation, number
recognition, counting skills, adding 1 more/1 less than/ shape, space & measure
Attainment will be tracked on grids (one for each area) within the classroom that will be used
as working documents during both adult and child lead learning. These observations will help
to form end of term judgements.

Additional Adults in the Early Years
•

•

•

•

Adults in the Early Years receive training with a particular emphasis on the ‘characteristics of
effective learning’ and how they can question children effectively during child led activities in
order to develop them as learners.
Adults can be seen supporting individuals or groups during teacher led activities, or noting
down observations which relate to significant achievements for individual children.
Observations are made using the app ‘Evidence Me’ by 2simple, along with post-it notes
where applicable
Parents are also seen as a valuable ‘additional adult’ in the EYFS classroom and they are
encouraged to share learning from home. This can come through the ‘class dojo’ app or sent
in with the child.

e.g:
Adults will be asked to feed back to the entire class and take an active role in ‘excellent leaner
time’

Reporting to Parents
•

Parents are invited for a 1:1 meeting 3x a year. During the Autumn Term meetings, parents will
receive a target sheet which sets out areas for development in Maths & Literacy.

•

During the Spring Term meeting parents will receive a report that plots where they are in the
core subjects and this will be added to in the Summer Term

•

During the Summer Term, children receive an updated report (same as Spring Term – reading,
writing, maths) and an additional report with judgments made against each of the other Early
Learning Goals, and a letter personally written to the child which addresses the
‘Characteristics of Effective Learning’

Marking Policy
•
•
•

•

In Early Years Acknowledgement Marking is used where appropriate eg. In Reading Record
books and in formal maths and written tasks against the Learning Objective.
In adult lead activities a comment will be made in relation to the child’s ability to access the
learning and any relevant observations that will assist other adults to support future learning
Once a child can write a sentence unaided (this may be the Autumn term for some and Spring
term for others) the children will receive a personal writing target. This will be written on a postit note and transferred to each new piece of learning. Each time evidence is seen a tick is put
in one of the 4 boxes and dated. Once this has been consistently observed 4 times then the
target is achieved and stuck into their learning journal and a new target is set.

Any corrections in the form of spelling errors or letter formation will be made by the children
using a green pen

Home/School Links/Resources
Parents meetings:
Autumn Term
✓ Whole class curriculum meeting
✓ Whole class ‘Alphabet Code’ workshop – Parents will receive a copy of ‘My Sound
Book’ and will be invited to purchase a letter formation whiteboard (purchased
from Autopress http://www.autopresseducation.co.uk/products.asp?c=20&d=3)
✓ Reading Workshop to discuss arrangements for reading books and strategies to help
support at home – parents will receive ‘My Tricky Word Book’ (reading books go home
in Week 1 of Autumn 2)
✓ 1:1 meeting with parents to discuss settling in and curriculum targets
✓ Numeracy Workshop
Spring Term
✓ Whole class curriculum meeting
✓ 1:1 meeting with parents to discuss curriculum targets
Summer Term
✓ Whole class curriculum meeting
✓ 1:1 meeting with parents to discuss achievements for the year and targets for Year 1
✓ Graduation in which children will be presented with their formal report, personal letter,
learning journals and profiles

